Ramblewood Apartments use half as much water as they used to.

Ramblewood Apartments completed an in-depth retrofit project in June, 2012. This included replacement of water fixtures in 281 living units. The retrofit included showerheads, faucet aerators and toilets. The new toilets were ultra-high efficiency units that use 0.8 gallons per flush. Water analysis after the project showed a decrease of indoor water use by 55%.

Water projects that pay for themselves
This project had a payback of three to four years with rebates, and may even be faster due to saved water from previous leaks. The new devices have required significantly less maintenance, allowing the facility to focus on other needs since the project.

Learn more about water rebates at fcgov.com/water-efficiency

“We’ve seen a reduction of 55% of water use since the project was completed.”